FROME SPORT
Frome United
women’s team kitted out
in recycled plastic
FROME United women’s
team proudly displayed
their new recycled-plastic
kit in their 12-3 drubbing of
Bath City on Saturday.
The men’s team will also
adopt the new kit next week,
hoping it will spur them onto
a similar scoreline. The new
kits are made from waste plastic generated before the
widespread banning of singleuse plastics in 2023.
Beady eyed readers will
notice that the kits are indistinguishable from the old

ones, demonstrating how far
plastic recycling technologies
have come in recent decades.
The team’s Manager, Kiki de
Ball, said that it was “high
time football proved that it
can meet the challenges of the
21st century. If we can do it,
so can every other team in the
country.”
Football is not the first
Frome sport to use recycled
materials in their kit - the
Frome Town Bowls Club
crafted their iconic white and
black kit from old car tires.

LOOKS TOO GOOD
TO BE TRUE?
FOR now, maybe. But the future is
not yet written, and if everyone
comes together we can work to
make this future a reality.
We can shape a community that is
healthier, happier and even more
tightly-knit. This special wraparound
edition of the Frome Times imagined
in 2030 presents a brighter future,
one where we’re better connected to
one another, as well as to nature. A
future where our children are healthier, our air is cleaner and where we
have a better relationship with our
food and our local economy.
World leaders are meeting at the
COP26 summit as we write, to try to
turn climate promises into action and
to prepare for the impacts of climate
change. There is a role for individuals and communities to play too. If
we all do our bit, and in turn put pressure on governments to do theirs,

then that greener, happier, healthier
future could still be possible.
The stories in this wraparound
may seem a long way off, but they
are based on changes already happening. Campaigns to clean up the
River Frome are planning to reach
bathable status by 2030. Schemes to
reduce car usage are in place, from
car sharing, School Streets and active
travel. Solar panels are being fitted in
community bulk-buy projects, trees
are being planted all over, and some
of Frome’s schools have incredible
allotments of home-grown veg. This
is just a fraction of the work that’s
going on in this town.
The Frome community is full of
people working hard to make
changes, whether they are walking
and cycling more, switching to sustainable banks and energy companies, eating more plants or insulating

Amelia Rose ‘When I grow up’

You are still investing in fossil fuels,
Making yourselves look like fools,
You haven’t changed, you’re as stubborn as mules,
their homes. Follow this link to find
out how you can get involved, from
home or in the community:
www.frometowncouncil.gov.uk/
what-can-i-do

7. Switch bank
Moving your money to an ethical
bank is free and without hassle.

5. Plan a local holiday
Avoiding long-distance travel
saves vast amounts of carbon
emissions. Somerset and the wider
UK have plenty of beautiful and
fun places to visit.

8. Reduce plastic usage
Plastic can be avoided by buying
loose veg, going to refill shops,
using plastic-free toiletries and
reusable period products.

Frome compost
Celebrating our
10,000th member
50% oﬀ membership  this month

ONE of the long term positives which came out of
the Corona pandemic of
the early 2020s was a huge
wave of enthusiasm for
growing vegetables.
Early examples of front
gardens dug up for veg led to
viral growth of a different
kind, with bare lawns a real
rarity. Alongside this came
pressure on the Town Council, eventually resulting in
the purchase of enough land
for an additional 200 allotments which were snapped
up to meet the ever increasing demand for good local
organic food.
With all this came a need
to ensure more and more of
Frome’s fertility remained in
Frome. Building on the initial Loop:Frome community
scheme of 2021, all of the
‘waste’ from businesses is
now composted with the
product made available for
free to community enterprises and at cost to Frome
growers. This alone has not
met demand, so the network
of Compost Stations continues to expand, with 27 dif-

ferent communities now
managing their own compost
production. One of these
covers the newly enlarged
Community Fridge and
Larder (a great example of
Frome’s foresight when it
was established in 2018)... to
ensure that any food not
taken to eat is destined for
compost and used in that
way instead.
Running alongside the
compost production is a raft
of training and support for
home composters and education in schools (all of which
have their own Compost Station). At the core of this is a
growing awareness by us all
that a ‘complete compost’,
teeming with mycorrhizal
fungi, bacteria and other life,
provides a whole new dimension of potential for fruit
and veg production. At the
same time it provides an incredibly important place
where CO2 is locked up and
held, thus meeting local and
global needs all in one sweet
smelling ecosystem which
was once labelled ‘waste’.
Peter Macfadyen

9. Get political
Contact your MP and your
Councillors about your concerns.
10. Talk to friends and family
Sharing knowledge and
experiences can make an
enormous difference.

FROME
BUSINESSES
GET GOLD
ALL
businesses
in
Frome are now eligible
for the Gold Good Business Awards.
The organisations have
hit the economic, social
and environmental guidelines to enter the prestigious awards which are
now in their fifth year.
Frome Town Council’s
Business Officer said,
“Being the first town in
the UK to include all businesses in the awards is a
real cause for celebration.
Now it’s time to take
things even further and
link up with businesses
outside of Frome to help
them achieve the same.”
To enter organisations
must be carbon neutral
and waste-free and have
strong links with the community. They are marked
based on nine criteria
which include empower-

ment of staff and their involvement in decisionmaking
Last year’s winners
said, “It was such an honour to receive this award
as putting the environment
at the heart of our homegrown business has always been important to us.
And we are now reaping
the benefits - profits have
shot-up as more customers
are choosing to shop locally and ethically.”
This change reflects the
overall trends away from
mega conglomerates and
towards small businesses,
best indicated by the collapse of some of the giants
of commerce and retail
over recent years.
To find out more about
doing good business head
over to www.frometowncouncil.gov.uk/good-business

Frome declares
Energy Independence!
FROME can now officially power itself, after a 6th community-owned
wind turbine was installed by the
Frome Renewable Energy Cooperative (FRECO) last week.
The power generated from the turbines, alongside the success of the
Solar Streets programme, means that
Frome is no longer reliant on electricity imported from the grid. Over 4,000
people in Frome have invested in the
turbines to receive a small return,
meaning they are truly community
owned.
Local resident Charlie Sparks said
“It’s fantastic that the power I’m using
to charge my ebike and cook my dinner is generated just down the road,
and owned by myself and my neighbours. We’re no longer reliant on energy companies, or big power
stations”.
The other missing piece of the puzzle was Frome’s “Big Battery” which
was installed two years ago to store
excess electricity for times when demand is high. “The Big Battery isn’t
much to look at” said Ranger Dave.
“That’s why we’ve hidden it in the
Food Forest.”

I have some very important news,
Whether you listen or not, you can choose,
But if you don’t, we will all lose,

Your goals are set for 2050,
Which no one finds at all nifty,
You need to start being more thrifty,

4. Walk and cycle
Active travel keeps you fit and
helps the environment.

6. Reduce food waste
Food waste can be reduced
by planning meals before
shopping, storing leftovers
carefully and sharing excess
with friends.

MARK AS READ

The planet is dying,
Despite people trying,
Your inaction has started people crying,

10 WAYS YOU CAN
TAKE ACTION TODAY
1. Switch electricity provider
Electricity makes up 9% of our
household footprint. Switching to a
renewable provider is quick and free.
2. Insulate your home
Contact the Centre for Sustainable
Energy on 0800 082 2234 for free
and impartial advice on cutting
costs and carbon and improving
the energy efficiency of your
home: including funding available.
3. Eat more plants
Switching out meat and dairy for
plants is one of the biggest ways to
reduce your carbon footprint, and
makes for a healthier diet too.

WORDS FROM THE
PEOPLE OF FROME

You only do it for the money,
Even if it stops the future being sunny,
But no one else finds it funny,
Everything on this planet is linked,
If we’re not careful we’ll all go extinct,
But none of you have yet blinked,
All national leaders have the power,
To help the earth in its darkest hour,
If you don’t, we’ll look at you in history, and we will glower,
You need to save the rest of nature and humanity,
So please stop all of your insanity,
To save us from this calamity,
You need to change so my generation can strive,
So my generation is able to thrive,
So my generation can stay alive,
I need you to change for my generation,
So we can build better nations,
Ones that can be full of elation,
The IPCC issued code red,
No action now means we will all be dead,
I need you to get that into your head,
Please do not mark this message as read.
© Matthew

‘My future Frome would be loads of fruits to eat as I
walk through town. The animals also love all the fruit and
visit our houses in the town. The teachers at my school always teach us in the fresh air and we have our snack altogether in the gardens.'
Lorea Gurucharri Carson. aged 6

AFTER THE PLANNING
MEETINGS
This Town had a purpose towards joy.
It sat quietly thinking at the edges of meetings
listening to new ideas for urban planning
and the knowledge - serious as great bells –
of right living. This warmed the Town’s heart.
How, after threadbare times and makeshift
some integral caring could arise in its place.
So the river could cease sickening
and be brought back to health; working out,
turning energy, giving its bright ions
and light to dragonflies and joggers
or those stumblers who are confounded by wonder
and stutter along paths beside shining
telling the children to love it all: flow, tumble, flood.
The Town’s wind will grow up, up…
catch hold of its power and pass it on,
linking up to the grid. Clever systems
of waste and heat (yours, mine) will spin
ceaselessly, turning in and out on themselves.
Nothing will be lost. All will be remade.
Curved streets and allotments, zones
of serendipity: homes for the real future,
houses working for a living. And beyond
these tons of strong structures, wood, glass,
stones, straw, fleece beyond this mind of strong will,
still the town has a purpose towards joy: hopes
for dancing dresses of cherry trees lining the High Street,
frilled white blossom in Springtime, birds singing
good dreams in the leaves, red fruits for harvest,
street party celebration at the turning year,
town mouths stained sweet luscious with cherry kisses.
© Rose Flint 2010
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